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Emergency management is
often a gamble. No matter
how good your “hand,”

circumstances and luck can make
it a loser. In the Old West, legend-
ary gamblers would minimize
uncertainty, turn bad cards into
winners, and keep stakes to play
another day. We can learn from
those legends (and from Kenny
Rogers’ The Gambler) by listening
to their advice instead of just
staring out the window at the
darkness.
 Learn To Play It Right.

Gamblers who survived, learned
every day, in every way. They
watched other players, listened to
advice, and learned which aces to
keep. They watched rules change
and found new games. Like them,
we must learn by listening to
experienced managers, paying
attention to rules changes and new
“games,” updating our education,
reading articles, and attending
conferences. We learn, so we have
more aces to play.
 Know When To Hold EM.

The wise gamblers kept cards they
knew could win or support a
successful bluff. To make deci-
sions on the spur of the moment,
they knew the importance of each
card and the part it played in a
hand. They drew on a lifetime’s
experience of what to hold and
when. Likewise, emergency
managers need to hold “cards” of
preparedness, response, recovery
and mitigation, and use their
training, exercising and disaster
experience to play those “cards”
when time and circumstances
require.
 Know When To Fold EM.

Gamblers could afford to fold and
wait for a new game. Emergency
managers can’t. We play for our
public. Quitting costs lives and
property, not just the “pot” – high
stakes indeed! Win, lose or draw,
we have to play, but...

 Know When To Walk
Away. Whether before your city
council or facing oncoming flood
waters, there is a time to stand pat
and a time to leave the table.
Learn those times. No matter how
much financing your program
needs, when the community is in
dire fiscal straits, you may need to
choose your battles and continue
the “game” later. Likewise, when
water is heading downstream, even
for enthusiastic sandbaggers there
comes a time to surrender grace-
fully, fall back, and start another
“hand.”
 Know When To Run. No

matter how well-mannered the
game, sometimes circumstances
dictated it is time to run. In a
profession named “emergency,”
we sometimes need to drop our
“hand,” push back the chair and -
run. When we do, we live to “play”
another day. Sometimes emer-
gency services heroes must lose
their lives saving others, but heroes
who survive, live to save again.
 Know What To Throw

Away, Know What to Keep. We
have little choice in the “cards”
dealt, but knowing what to throw
away and what to keep is just as
important in emergency manage-
ment as in gambling. Plans become
stale. Just because a plan has been
on the shelves for years is no
reason to keep it in your “hand.”
“Cards” that looked good when
drawn, may not remain as useful
as the “hand” progresses. We must
discard to draw, so don’t be afraid
of a new plan that better meets
what’s now on the table.  Know
what to get rid of, what to keep,
and when it’s time to “raise” by
getting new support.
 Every Hand’s A Loser And

Every Hand’s A Winner. A good
gambler knows that even the worst
hand can prevail if they convince
the other players it is a winner, and
even the best hand won’t win if
they fold. When the public sees

resignation and dejection in their
leaders, they may simply assume a
losing “hand.”

Show confidence even when the
cards aren’t the best. Smart
emergency managers, like gam-
blers, know positive results can
come from even the worst situa-
tions, if they apply knowledge and
experience and never give up. The
public will welcome and support
emergency services, if they see
staff who believe in what they are
doing. Almost any adverse circum-
stance can be overcome.

Aces You Can Keep

 Keep education and experi-
ence fresh, and listen to advice.
 Know your “cards” well –

the tools of emergency manage-
ment.
 Know what to accept, what

to challenge, and when.
 Never give up on the “game,”

even if you lose a hand or two.
 The public who “staked” you

needs you to win for them.
 Be ready to bend when

needed.
 Keep your “cards” fresh, and

the “pot” met – revisit planning.
 Turn losing “hands” into

winners with positive attitude.
Remember, you are not playing

for chips, but for people’s lives!
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Assistive Technology Reuse and Its Role in Recovery:
Additional Community-Based Assets for Emergency Managers

In our ongoing effort to
identify, understand and best
utilize needed assets in our

communities for those impacted by
disaster, there exists a national
network to be tapped into and
brought to the table formally by all
emergency managers.

Under the Assistive Technology
Act, the Rehabilitation Services
Administration – a component of
the U.S. Department of
Education’s Office of Special
Education and Rehabilitative
Services (OSERS) – funds a
statewide AT program in each of
the 50 states and six territories,
and the majority of these programs
support AT device reuse activities.

For many people with disabili-
ties, assistive technology (AT) is an
essential support to daily living. A
person may depend on a wheel-
chair, walker, special computer
keyboard, speech generating
device or other AT device at home,
school or work. AT is a broad
descriptor for anything from low
tech (such as a transfer board on
which a person can slide from a
wheelchair into the backseat of a
car) to high tech equipment (such
as speech reader software) and
everything in between.

Reuse Increases Availability

Reuse of AT is emerging as one
of the ways to make AT more
available. To the extent that AT
reuse is practiced today, it’s
generally done through device
exchange programs, device
recycling programs or device
refurbishment programs. Hundreds
of organizations around the coun-
try, large and small, are involved in
AT reuse. From state agencies to
nonprofits, hospitals and churches,
there are AT reuse programs in all
parts of the country meeting all
kinds of needs.

Until recently there was weak
coordination of and among these
programs to ensure an efficient
and effective system for getting
used AT into the hands of those
who need it. However, with the
realization in the past few years of
the hugely important role AT can
play, especially during the recovery
phase in disaster, this is changing.

The reality is that with proper
identification of immediate need
for access to AT post disaster and
a proper match to available AT,
those impacted by disaster can
more quickly regain independence.
Providing AT for someone in the
immediate aftermath of a disaster
serves as a “quick fix” until proper
evaluation, fitting and customi-
zation for a permanent solution can
take place.

Three Levels to View AT
in the Emergency Life Cycle

 Individual Level. If people
who use AT on a regular basis
actually incorporate their AT into
their pre-disaster planning, the
recovery process is greatly im-
proved. This can be as simple as
keeping a record of equipment
make, model, funding program, and
other important documents in the
event that their AT is damaged,
destroyed or lost during a disaster.
 Provider/Nexus of Care

Level. Any practitioners, care-
givers and case managers in
contact with people using AT can
advise on the importance of taking
necessary preparedness steps.
Also, professionals can learn how
to identify ways to utilize AT in
unconventional ways during
disaster response until appropriate
solutions can be put back in place.
This might mean learning how to
switch a power chair into manual
use mode or realizing that, with
Velcro attached to utensils, persons

can independently feed themselves
in a shelter. A picture communica-
tion board or chart using pictorals
can assist in communication until
power sourced technology is
restored. Any care professional
can become involved at this level.
In fact, many of these profession-
als actually have added disaster
preparedness to their code of
ethics and/or description of profes-
sional responsibilities.
 Systems/Network Level.

Emergency managers should reach
out to the local AT network to find
matches of AT in the existing reuse
programs that can be redirected
for needed matches during the first
phases of recovery post-disaster.
It is the AT network that is best
suited not only to help with those
matches but also to logistically
coordinate the quality review
before materials are brought in to
be sure it will not cause further
harm and is appropriate for
immediate reuse.

Conclusion

Because AT reuse is already a
supported mission of the AT
system, it is a perfect example of
bringing assets to the recovery
table that may not have been
thought of as disaster-specific
under usual circumstances. Once
aware of AT, emergency managers
realize we are already engaged
across these lines of care provid-
ers and are in a unique position to
tie all the skills and needs together
to benefit a disaster survivor.

Learn More

For further consideration, an AT/
EM blog, and to find the center in
your area, visit the Pass It On
Center website at www.
passitoncenter.org.
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